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Context and research questions

Landscape composition has been found to regulate the
diversity of pollinator communities and their
corresponding pollination service in agricultural fields.
Here, previous research concluded positive effects of
semi-natural habitat and negative effects of intensive
agriculture.

In our study we assessed pollinator diversity and
pollination service in sweet cherry orchards (Prunus
avium) in Flanders, Belgium.

We analyzed the following questions:
1. What land use type determines pollinator diversity

in sweet cherry orchards? Does a positive effect
on pollinator diversity of semi-natural habitat
around the orchards exceed a negative effect of
intensive agriculture or vice versa?

2. Is the diversity of flowering plants in the herb layer
in orchards a driving factor for pollinator diversity?

3. And, does a high pollinator diversity in these
orchards enhance fruit set of sweet cherry?

Methods

Site selection
We selected 18 study orchards in landscapes with independent
gradients of semi-natural habitat (SNH) and intensive agriculture (IA,
dwarf root orchards, arable land and pasture) around the orchards.
The amount of SNH and IA was calculated in a radius of 1000 m and
within a radius of 100 m of the orchards

Field sampling
• Pollinator surveys in the orchards were conducted during full

bloom of sweet cherry in 10 orchards in April 2016 and in 8
orchards in April 2017. All pollinators visiting cherry flowers in
three observation plots (4 m x 5 m) in every orchard were caught
and determined to species level (3 x 25 min = 75 minutes per
pollinator survey and 3 x 75 min = 225 min per orchard ).

• In every observation plot the herb layer was surveyed. All
flowering plant species were identified and their percentage
cover in the plot was estimated.

• As a measure of pollination, we determined fruit set of the
flowers of 10 branches of 10 different trees. Flowers were
counted and after eight weeks the red cherries were counted.

Results

• Semi-natural habitat within 100 m of
the orchards clearly supported
pollinator species richness and wild
pollinator abundance (Figure 1A & 1C).
Semi-natural habitat determined
pollinator diversity more than intensive
agriculture within our experimental set-
up, which included sufficient gradients
of these land use types.

• Next to semi-natural habitat, flowering
plants in the herb layer of the orchards
was an additional driver of pollinator
diversity in sweet cherry orchards
(Figure 1B & 1D).

• Although approximately 80% of all
flower visitors were honey bees, fruit
set of sweet cherry was only clearly
related to pollinator species richness
and wild pollinator abundance (Figure
2).

Conclusion

In order to achieve sustainable fruit
production in the future, policy makers and
farmers need to increase efforts to support
pollinator diversity in fruit orchards. This
can be achieved on a landscape scale by
conserving and integrating semi-natural
habitat in agricultural landscapes and on a
farm scale by enhancing floral resources in
the herb layer of orchards. Additional floral
resources in the herb layer and additional
natural elements will provide essential
floral and nesting resources to support
diverse pollinator populations and their
pollination service.

Figure 2: Probability of sweet cherry fruit set in relation to A) pollinator 
species richness, B) wild pollinator abundance and C) honey bee abundance 
as analyzed by GLMM. 

Figure 1: Linear relations between pollinator species richness and wild pollinator abundance (log transformed values) in sweet 
cherry orchards and the amount of semi-natural habitat in a radius of 100 m around the orchards (SNH, A and C respectively) 
and the abundance of flowering plants in the herb layer of the orchards (HAB, B and D respectively).
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